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Abstract. Evaluation and selection of efficient suppliers is accepted as
one of the key issues in supply chain management (SCM). The research
problem here is a specific mode of suppliers in a supply chain with a
multistage system, consisting of several components. Each component
is also regarded as a phase in a supply-chain network (SCN) with a
number of inputs and outputs that are being produced independently
and simultaneously. Moreover, each input is generated from different
modes and there are many output indicators. The main purpose of this
study is to propose a new method for selecting the most appropriate
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suppliers in a SCN using data envelopment analysis (DEA) strategies.
The premise is that, a SCN space can be transformed into a DEA one
considering the occurrence of input/output mode in each phase in the
SCN as a decision-making unit (DMU), and the relative efficiency of
each possible mode in each phase of the given network can be obtained
via DMUs. Finally, the component endowed with the highest efficiency
can be selected as the most appropriate supplier.

AMS Subject Classification: 47N10

Keywords and Phrases:Supply chain, Data envelopment analysis(DEA),
supply chain network design, Efficiency.

1 Introduction

With respect to globalization and increasingly tough competitions in
global markets and business environments as well as great importance
of improving productivity, reducing costs, reaching ultimate desirability
of goods, applying customer feedback in final products, and the like;
companies and organizations are struggling more than ever before to
maintain their survival, and this issue has led to the emergence of the
philosophy of supply chain management (SCM). In fact, SCM refers to
integration of organizational units throughout a supply chain and har-
monizing flow of materials, information, and finance. Moreover, SCM
has turned into one of the substantial issues for companies and organiza-
tions, as it covers all activities from stages of procurement to production
of final products and their delivery to customers [4].
Evaluating the efficiency of a supply-chain network (SCN) encompasses
a wide range of performance evaluations throughout the supply chain
processes in independent companies and organizations. So, one of the
most important issues in decision-making is adopting an appropriate
strategy that allows for long-term effective operations throughout the
entire SCN. Since marketing, distribution, planning, manufacturing, and
procurement in companies and organizations are generally independent
from others in terms of their SCN; supply chain efficiency assessment
implies evaluating efficiency of marketing, distribution, planning, pro-
duction, and purchasing within companies and organizations.
The rising trend in purchasing problems has also redoubled the signifi-
cance of purchasing decisions. Therefore, decisions related to strategies
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and purchasing operations can play a determining role in profitability.
Also, selection of suppliers is taken into account as one of the most
important issues in the field of purchasing management. Hence, in re-
sponse to increasing competitions, shortening product lifecycles, and
rapid changes in customer taste, most companies and organizations have
focused on development of suppliers’ long-term capabilities, highlighting
the importance of their evaluation and selection. So far, various studies
have been carried out on decision-making issues and selection of appro-
priate suppliers, as follows.
For example, Basent and Leung [1] focused on determining the size of
periodic batch order along with choice of suppliers, in which only few
factors were considered and then an innovative count-based exploration
algorithm was provided to solve this problem. The given model could
help decision-makers to know they needed to supply how much of what
products, in which period, and from which supplier. Hong et al. [20]
also presented a mixed-integer programming (MIP) model for selection
of suppliers, which could finalize the optimal number of suppliers, elevate
order quantity, and maximize revenues. As well, Fazipour [16] developed
a data analysis method to select efficient suppliers in the presence of
two undesirable outputs. Narasimahan et al. [36] similarly suggested a
multi-objective programming model for selecting the most appropriate
suppliers and determining economic order quantity. Also, Biazit [3] pro-
posed an analytic network process (ANP) model for supplier selection
which included ten evaluation indicators categorized based on suppliers’
performances and capabilities. To formulate interactions between all
indicators, each one was considered as a control one for paired compar-
ison matrices. Using a case-based argument, Choy and Lee [8] also put
forward a general model to select suppliers in which different categoriza-
tion criteria had been divided into three groups of technical capabilities,
quality systems, and organizational characteristics. Moreover, Kull and
Talluri [29] offered a hybrid goal programming and analytic hierarchy
process (AHP) to evaluate existing suppliers based on relevant indica-
tors and index weighting. Ifeyinwa and Sun [21] correspondingly took
advantage of a simulation model of a fuzzy dynamical system to select
suppliers. In addition, Chen et al. [6] suggested a hierarchical model
based on fuzzy set theory to do so. To this end, linguistic variables
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were employed to determine index weighting, expressed by triangular or
trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. Fikri et al. [17] also utilized AHP to select
suppliers in the automotive industry in Pakistan and Rahiminezhad et
al. [37] proposed a hybrid model of fuzzy AHP and balanced scorecard
for selecting suppliers in the same industry.
Data envelopment analysis (DEA) is known as one of the most powerful
tools based on math planning to evaluate performance and to compute
efficiency of a set of decision-maker units (DMUs), which was first inves-
tigated for input-output [15]. Then, the model developed by Charnes,
Cooper, and Rhodes (CCR) was introduced to measure performance
through multiple inputs and outputs [5]. Numerous works have been
also done on SCM; however, use of DEA in this field has been recently
considered [11, 42]. On account of successful case studies and applica-
tions, DEA has been widely used by business researchers and academics
in various fields e.g. data warehousing [35], selection of flexible produc-
tion systems [33], performance appraisal of bank branches [18], analysis
of financial statements of institutions [12], efficiency assessment of higher
education institutions [23], and problem-solving in designing how to de-
ploy facilities [13]. Garfamy [19] also used DEA to evaluate efficiency of
suppliers according to characteristics and performance indices of suppli-
ers and purchasers. In this approach, three sensitivity analysis had been
performed. The first analysis calculated suppliers’ performance without
considering the assessment team weight, the second analysis preferred
assessment of evaluation team to suppliers but took no input into ac-
count, and the third analysis singled out buyers instead of suppliers.
In addition, Seydel [38] employed DEA to select suppliers but with no
inputs. In this model, a seven-point scale had been proposed to rank
qualitative indices. As well, Liu et al. [31] proposed a simplified DEA
model to evaluate efficiency of suppliers with three and two input and
output indicators; respectively. Korhonen and Syrjanen also devised a
method based on DEA and multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) for
centralized resource allocation [28]. Furthermore, Talluri et al. [39] pre-
sented a DEA model with random constraints to evaluate efficiency of
suppliers. In this model, price was considered as an input parameter
and quality and delivery were selected as output ones. Wu et al. [44]
similarly introduced a DEA method for selecting suppliers in uncertain
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situations. As well, Wu and Olson [43] proposed a hybrid DEA model
and a fuzzy grey relational analysis (GRA) to rank problems.
While the standard DEA reflects on a simple process, network DEA
considers a sequence of processes in which their own sets of inputs are
utilized to produce a collection of outputs. To measure such systems,
network DEA was presented [7, 46]. Charens et al. and Liu and Zhou
[34] also presented a two-stage network with moderate input and un-
desirable output. Then, the researchers invented various models of the
network such as parallel, series, and relational ones. Moreover, Kao [26]
introduced a model to measure efficiency of a parallel network. Also,
Kaffash and Marra [24] presented a model to quantify efficiency of a
series network. Fare and Grosskopf [14], Kao [27], and Tone and Tsut-
sui [41] additionally provided radial and non-radial models for analyzing
efficiency of a relational network. Ultimately, Liu and Lu [32] provided
a non-radial network DEA model.
Now, a mode of a commodity production chain, consisting of various
components for construction, is considered in this study; so that each
one has different conditions and is produced separately and indepen-
dently. Then, a new solution is provided for selecting suppliers in a
SCN. To this end, each chain component will be turned into a phase in
a parallel network and the supply chain will be considered as a multi-
stage DMU by choosing each mode as a DMU. Taking advantage of DEA
methods, the optimal paths will be identified. The study is structured
as follows: DEA and its introductory models are presented in Section
2. In Section 3, supply chain, its types, and details of the proposed
method are mentioned. Section 4 includes a numerical example and a
case study to manufacture auto parts, and conclusions regarding the
proposed method are made in Section 5.

2 DEA and Basic Models

In this section, DEA and its basic models are reviewed. It should be
noted that DEA is a mathematical programming method for measuring
efficiency of DMUs, defined as units using a number of inputs to generate
various outputs [5].
Assume that (DMUj) j = 1, . . . , n, where, consumption of m input leads
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to s output, and input and output vectors are as follows, respectively:

Xj = (x1j , x2j , . . . , xmj), Yj = (y1j , y2j , . . . , ysj)

Provided that these two vectors are non-negative and non-zero, produc-
tion possibility set (TC) will be as follows:

TC = {(X,Y ) : X ≥
n∑

j=1

λjXj , Y ≤
n∑

j=1

λjYj , λj ≥ 0(j = 1, . . . , n)} (1)

With regard to the above definition, the CCR model in input identity
will be as follows:

Min θ

s.t.

n∑
j=1

λjXj ≤ θXp

n∑
j=1

λjYj ≥ Yp

λj ≥ 0, (j = 1, . . . , n),

Where, λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λn) is a non-negative vector of variables and θ
refers to a real number. In this model, the optimal solution applies to
the condition of 0 < θ∗ ≤ 1. If θ∗ = 1, the given unit is efficient and
considered as inefficient if θ∗ < 1.
In addition, the production possibility set TV is as follows:

TV = {(X,Y ) : X ≥
n∑

j=1

λjXj , Y ≤
n∑

j=1

λjYj ,

n∑
j=1

λj = 1, λj ≥ 0(j = 1, . . . , n)} (2)

In spite of this set, the model by Banker, Chames, and Cooper (BCC)
will be as follows in terms of input identity:

Min θ

s.t.
n∑

j=1

λjXj ≤ θXp

n∑
j=1

λjYj ≥ Yp
n∑

j=1

λj = 1,

λj ≥ 0, (j = 1, . . . , n)
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Note that CCR and BCC models are provided to measure the perfor-
mance of radial models [2]. More information is also presented in [10, 40],
illustrating how DEA formulas can reflect on performance in the pres-
ence of slack-based measures (i.e. non-radial models).

3 Supply Chan and Statement of the Problem

3.1 Supply Chain

In this section, SCN and SCM definitions are initially reviewed, and then
the importance of decision-making by suppliers as well as the need to
adopt specific strategies and techniques for certain SCNs under specific
conditions are highlighted.
A supply chain refers to a network of facilities and distribution choices,
providing customers with material preparation, converting these mate-
rials into intermediate or final products, and distributing these products
among customers. A supply chain is not merely related to manufactur-
ers and suppliers but to transportation lines, warehouses, retailers, and
even customers themselves [22].

Figure 1: Supply Chain.

Design and management of a SCN helps to produce and deliver vari-
ous products at low cost, high quality, and short delivery times. Global
competitions are also putting pressure on product and service providers
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to improve their operations and practices. However, the success rate
of a SCN depends to a large extent on its design and implementation,
identification of effective combinations of suppliers, manufacturers, and
distributors, as well as supply chain performance monitoring [4].
Independent companies and organizations correspondingly have their
own goals throughout a SCN which are frequently in conflict. Moreover,
companies have found out that increased performance of one member
in a SCN may not have a significant impact on overall performance.
Beside these two important criteria for companies and organizations i.e.
minimizing costs and maximizing profits and quality, other new criteria
such as accelerating market access and offering products at reasonable
prices and costs are further considered. Albeit there are many potential
opportunities in SCNs for companies and organizations to reduce their
costs and to increase levels of their services, the fact that which approach
and technique should be utilized for each certain chain, depends on the
conditions of that chain.
Network models are one of the supply chains, among others, that were
developed to solve problems of real life and to represent and to solve
many problems of operations research (OR) easily and as networks
[25, 30]. A SCN, or the logistics network, includes suppliers, warehouses,
as well as distributors and retailers, and the network model is displayed
using some indicators such as factories, warehouses, transportation lines,
etc. Therefore, these models are proper and accurate responses to assess
performance of network supply chains [9].
Today, deciding on the most appropriate suppliers is of utmost impor-
tance but complicated, so that the greater the dependency of companies
and organizations on suppliers, the more harmful the direct and indirect
results of their wrong decisions. Also, achieving customer satisfaction
and meeting their needs and priorities require prompt and appropriate
selection and evaluation of suppliers. Many of the issues facing compa-
nies and organizations and occurring in everyday life are also associated
with MCDM whose goals are to select among several choices. There are
various methods such as simple additive weighting (SAW), the technique
for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS), AHP,
and DEA to deal with the MCDM problems [45, 47, 48, 49].
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3.2 Statement of the Problem and the Proposed Method

In this study, a mode of a SCN is firstly reviewed in which suppliers
exposed to specific conditions are of importance. Then, a model is pre-
sented.
Assume a SCN wherein suppliers have a multi-stage system.
The system consists of several components with a number of inputs and
outputs that are being produced independently. Also, each input is sup-
plied from several different places and outputs also have several indica-
tors, as shown in Figure 2. As observed in Figure 2, suppliers in the SCN

Figure 2: The network of supply chain in general.

consist of a set of 1, 2, . . . , p components. Each of these p-components
is considered as a supply chain phase with a number of inputs and out-
puts that are being produced independently and simultaneously. Each
of these phases in the given network is also made up of 1, 2, . . . ,mp input
components and 1, 2, . . . , sp output ones. In other words, the first phase
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is comprised of x11 , x21 , . . . , xm1 inputs and y11 , y21 , . . . , ys1 outputs, the
second phase consists of x12 , x22 , . . . , xm2 inputs and y12 , y22 , . . . , ys2 out-
puts, . . . , and the pth phase is made up of x1p , x2p , . . . , xmp inputs and
y1p , y2p , . . . , ysp is outputs.
Moreover, each of the inputs in each phase is generated from several dif-
ferent modes. For example, the first input x11j in the first phase is the
number of t11 in different places, and the second input x21j in the first
phase refers to the number of t21 in various places, . . . , and the input
xm1j in the first phase represents the number of tm1 supplied by differ-
ent places (thus, the inputs in each phase are supplied by different tmp).
Now, in the proposed SCN, the right choices are searched to achieve
the optimal conditions and the shortest paths (i.e. the lowest costs).
To find the most appropriate and the best suppliers in the SCN, the
occurrence of each mode of the inputs and outputs in each SCN phase
is considered as a DMU and an optimal response θ is obtained for each
one. In other words, the relative efficiency (θi) of each mode for each
SCN phase is calculated. The number of these DMUs is the product
of the multiplication of various possible modes in the input, calculated
according to the following equation:

n = t11 × t21 × · · · × tm1 × t12 × t22 × · · · × tm2 × · · ·
×t1p × t2p × · · · × tmp for j = 1, 2, . . . , n (3)

Given the problem conditions, the proposed model for the above SCN
is expressed in (4), where in, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m1 are the first component
inputs, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m2 denote the second component inputs, . . . , and
i = 1, 2, . . . ,mp represent the pth component inputs. As well, r =
1, 2, ..., s1 are the first outputs, . . . , and r = 1, 2, . . . , sp refer to sp
outputs which can be regarded as different indicators. In the first phase
(the first component), there are t11 × t21 × . . . × tm1 choices, in the
second phase (the second component), there are t12 × t22 × . . . × tm2

choices, . . . , and in the pth phase (pth component), there are t1p× t2p×
. . .× tmp choices for outputs. Thus, taking into account the occurrence
of input/output modes in each phase in the SCN as DMUs, the SCN
space is converted into a DEA one and θi is calculated with DMUs and
the model (6) and various efficiencies are obtained for each SCN phase.
Finally, the component with the highest efficiency (θi) is considered as
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the best and the most appropriate one.

Min

mp∑
i=1

θip

s.t.
n∑

j=1

λjxi1j ≤ θi1xi10 i = 1, 2, . . . ,m1

n∑
j=1

λjxi2j ≤ θi2xi20 i = 1, 2, . . . ,m2

...
n∑

j=1

λjxipj ≤ θipxip0 i = 1, 2, . . . ,mp

n∑
j=1

λjyr1j ≥ yr10 r = 1, 2, . . . , s1

n∑
j=1

λjyr2j ≥ yr20 r = 1, 2, . . . , s2

...
n∑

j=1

λjyrpj ≥ yrp0 r = 1, 2, . . . , sp

λj ≥ 0, (p = 1, . . . , P ), j = 1, 2, . . . , n

(4)

n = t11 × t21 × . . .× tm1 × t12 × t22 × . . .× tm2 × . . .
×t1p × t2p × . . .× tmp

4 Numerical Example

The SCN of SAIPA Automobile Manufacturing Company has more than
a dozen auto part manufactures and suppliers. In the present study, the
main objective is to evaluate and select efficient auto part manufactures
through the proposed method. To illustrate the issue, it is assumed
that three auto parts i.e. car seat, bumper, and engine are required to
be manufactured for a certain kind of car and each part will be manu-
factured separately and independently. Each part consists of different
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components. The first part consists of spring, cover, and foam; the sec-
ond part is made up of rear and front bumper; and the third part is
comprised of crankshaft and cylinder head as presented in Table 1.

Table 1: List of manufactured parts of the car.

Car Parts

Seat Spring Cover Foam

Engine Crankshaft Cylinder head

Bumper Rear bumper Front bumper

The components of the seats, bumpers, and engines will be supplied
from two different companies.
The prices of the purchased parts are also listed in Tables 2, 3, and 4.

Table 2: Price list of the seats parts

Seat

Foam Cover Spring

Type 1 Type 2 Type 1 Type 2 Type 1 Type 2

200000 120000 290000 130000 60000 110000

Table 3: Price list of the bumper parts

Bumper

Front bumper Rear bumper

Type 1 Type 2 Type 1 Type 2

900000 1400000 800000 1250000

Table 4: Price list of the engine parts

Engine

Cylinder head Crankshaft

Type 1 Type 2 Type 1 Type 2

900000 400000 400000 900000

Also, there are several output indicators for each part, as requested by
managers. For example, two output indicators i.e. comfort and price for
car seat; three output indicators, that is, weight, quality, and price for
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bumper; and two indicators, namely, price and volume are considered.
Each one of these indicators takes various values according to the inputs
of each part and the sum of these outputs produce the car part. The
output indicators for each part and their values are presented in Tables
5, 6, and 7.

Table 5: Output indicators and their values for seat parts

PPPPPPPPPSeat
Index Price Comfort For Inputs

y11j y21j x11j x21j x31j
1 700000 7 x111 x211 x311
2 450000 3 x111 x112 x311
3 500000 4 x111 x211 x112
4 600000 5 x112 x211 x311
5 1000000 9 x112 x112 x311
6 740000 6 x112 x111 x112
7 400000 3 x111 x112 x112
8 720000 7 x112 x112 x112

Table 6: Output indicators and their values for bumper parts.

XXXXXXXXXXXBumper
Index Price Weight Quality For inputs

y12j y22j y32j x12j x22j
1 2000000 7 kg 3 x121 x221
2 3500000 8/9 kg 6 x121 x222
3 4000000 10 kg 9 x122 x221
4 2500000 8/5 kg 7 x122 x222
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Table 7: Output indicators and their values for engine parts

XXXXXXXXXXXEngine
Index Price Weight For inputs

y13j y23j x13j x23j
1 2200000 1400 x131 x231
2 1600000 2000 x131 x232
3 1000000 1400 x132 x231
4 1300000 1600 x132 x232

According to the above-mentioned issues, as well as the inputs and out-
puts, the problem chain will be as follows:

Figure 3: SCN of SAIPA Automobile Manufacturing Company

According to the SCN, how the appropriate choices will be possible
to reach optimal conditions and the shortest paths (the lowest costs)?
In other words, how one should choose the seat, bumper, and engine
parts according to the output indicators, to be the best and the most
appropriate choices with the lowest costs to produce the auto parts?
The SCN consists of three parts: chair, bumper, and engine, which are
being produced independently and simultaneously. Therefore, each of
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these parts is considered as a supply chain phase. Thus, the first phase
(i.e. seat) is comprised of three inputs of foam, cover, spring and two
outputs i.e. price and comfort; the second phase (that is, bumper) is
made up of rear bumper and front bumper as inputs and three outputs of
bumper price, weight, and quality; and the third phase (namely, engine)
consists of two inputs as crankshaft and cylinder head and two outputs
of price and engine volume. Each input is also provided by two different
companies. The parallel network is illustrated as follows:

Figure 4: SCN of SAIPA Automobile Manufacturing Company

To select the best and the most appropriate suppliers at the lowest
possible costs, each occurrence of input/output mode in each phase of
SCN is considered as a DMU. Therefore, different choices create a variety
of DMUs.
For example, in the first phase, if the first-type foam, cover, and spring
are chosen, the first-type chair (DMU1) is produced and if the first-type
foam and cover and the second-type spring are chosen, the second-type
chair is produced (DMU2), and so on. The number of these choices will
be 2×2×2 modes in the first phase, 2×2 modes in the second phase, and
2×2 modes in the third phase. Similarly, different choices make different
phases for the DMUs. So, depending on the network, there will be 128
DMUs, which can be utilized to calculate the relative performance of
each mode in the SCN, so the model is measured based on different θi
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and various efficiencies ultimately are obtained.
After coding and entering the data into the model using the General
Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) software, a total of 128 DMUs was
obtained based on the proposed 20 DMUs which are very useful in terms
of finding the most appropriate suppliers. The results are shown in Table
8.

5 Conclusion

Given the growing significance of supplier performance with respect to
companies and organizations as well as their internal and external com-
petitive conditions, evaluation and selection of efficient suppliers is of
utmost importance to achieve strategic goals and to maintain their sur-
vival. In this regard, this study proposes a new method for selecting the
best suppliers in a SCN via DEA. This model is able to evaluate SCN
efficiency in a mode in which its suppliers have a multi-stage system. Ac-
cordingly, the network system consists of several components that are
being produced independently and simultaneously. Each part also con-
tains a number of inputs and outputs. As well, each input is comprised
of several places and has numerous output indicators. In this method,
each occurrence of input/output mode in the entire SCN was considered
as a DMU. Therefore, the problem converted from SCN space into DEA
one and different efficiencies were obtained for the DMUs and through
calculation of θi for each model phase. The component endowed with
the highest efficiency was ultimately selected as the best and the most
appropriate one at the lowest possible cost. Therefore, the proposed
model transforms each SCN problem into n black box models and opti-
mal solutions are accordingly obtained. With regard to the structure of
this method for selecting the most appropriate suppliers, it is suggested
to use ranking methods in DEA, MCDM, and so on in future studies to
find the best suppliers among the most efficient ones. It should be also
evaluated if the data in the SCN are qualitative and quantitative.
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Table 8: Results of model (4)

DMUS efficiency Reference DMUS

DMU001 1.00000000 DMU001
DMU002 1.00000000 DMU001
DMU003 1.00000000 DMU001
DMU004 1.00000000 DMU004
DMU005 1.00000000 DMU005
DMU006 1.00000000 DMU006
DMU007 1.00000000 DMU007
DMU008 1.00000000 DMU004 DMU005
DMU009 1.00000000 DMU009
DMU010 1.00000000 DMU009
DMU011 1.00000000 DMU009
DMU012 1.00000000 DMU012
DMU013 1.00000000 DMU013
DMU014 1.00000000 DMU014
DMU015 1.00000000 DMU009
DMU016 1.00000000 DMU012 DMU013
DMU017 1.00000000 DMU017
DMU018 1.00000000 DMU017
DMU019 1.00000000 DMU019
DMU020 1.00000000 DMU020
DMU021 1.00000000 DMU021
DMU022 1.00000000 DMU022
DMU023 1.00000000 DMU017
DMU024 1.00000000 DMU020 DMU021 DMU025 1.00000000 DMU017
DMU026 1.00000000 DMU028
DMU027 1.00000000 DMU001 DMU017
DMU028 1.00000000 DMU004 DMU020
DMU029 1.00000000 DMU005 DMU021
DMU030 1.00000000 DMU006 DMU022
DMU031 1.00000000 DMU004 DMU017
DMU032 1.00000000 DMU008 DMU020 DMU021
DMU033 1.00000000 DMU033
DMU034 1.00000000 DMU037
DMU035 1.00000000 DMU033
DMU036 1.00000000 DMU036
DMU037 1.00000000 DMU037
DMU038 1.00000000 DMU038
DMU039 1.00000000 DMU037
DMU040 1.00000000 DMU037
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Table 9: Continue the table 8

DMU041 1.00000000 DMU041
DMU042 1.00000000 DMU041
DMU043 1.00000000 DMU044
DMU044 1.00000000 DMU044
DMU045 1.00000000 DMU045
DMU046 1.00000000 DMU046
DMU047 1.00000000 DMU041
DMU048 1.00000000 DMU044 DMU045
DMU049 1.00000000 DMU049
DMU050 1.00000000 DMU049
DMU051 1.00000000 DMU049
DMU052 1.00000000 DMU052
DMU053 1.00000000 DMU053
DMU054 1.00000000 DMU054
DMU055 1.00000000 DMU054
DMU056 1.00000000 DMU052 DMU053
DMU057 1.00000000 DMU049
DMU058 1.00000000 DMU036 DMU049
DMU059 1.00000000 DMU033 DMU049
DMU060 1.00000000 DMU036 DMU052
DMU061 1.00000000 DMU037 DMU053
DMU062 1.00000000 DMU038 DMU054
DMU063 1.00000000 DMU042 DMU049
DMU064 1.00000000 DMU048 DMU053
DMU065 1.00000000 DMU001
DMU066 0.94812282 DMU009 DMU041 DMU053
DMU067 0.94812282 DMU017 DMU041 DMU047 DMU049
DMU068 0.98009050 DMU041 DMU053 DMU054 DMU078 DMU081
DMU069 1.00000000 DMU037
DMU070 1.00000000 DMU038
DMU071 0.94812282 DMU021 DMU041 DMU054
DMU072 0.95548786 DMU005 DMU045 DMU053 DMU077
DMU073 1.00000000 DMU009
DMU074 1.00000000 DMU045
DMU075 1.00000000 DMU009
DMU076 1.00000000 DMU012
DMU077 1.00000000 DMU013
DMU078 1.00000000 DMU014
DMU079 1.00000000 DMU078
DMU080 1.00000000 DMU013
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Table 10: Continue the table 8

DMU081 1.00000000 DMU017
DMU082 1.00000000 DMU017
DMU083 1.00000000 DMU017
DMU084 1.00000000 DMU052
DMU085 1.00000000 DMU021
DMU086 1.00000000 DMU022
DMU087 1.00000000 DMU083
DMU088 1.00000000 DMU021 DMU052
DMU089 1.00000000 DMU081
DMU090 0.85000000 DMU021 DMU049
DMU091 0.85000000 DMU017 DMU049
DMU092 0.98740458 DMU017 DMU020 DMU052 DMU053 DMU054
DMU093 1.00000000 DMU117
DMU094 1.00000000 DMU022
DMU095 0.76539278 DMU013 DMU021 DMU045 DMU118
DMU096 0.85000000 DMU020 DMU053
DMU097 1.00000000 DMU033
DMU098 0.96105187 DMU001 DMU033 DMU041 DMU049
DMU099 0.96105187 DMU001 DMU033 DMU041 DMU049
DMU100 0.98367260 DMU022 DMU038 DMU044 DMU045 DMU049
DMU052
DMU101 1.00000000 DMU037
DMU102 1.00000000 DMU038
DMU103 0.96105187 DMU009 DMU033 DMU041 DMU054
DMU104 0.96105187 DMU005 DMU033 DMU037 DMU045 DMU053
DMU105 1.00000000 DMU041
DMU106 1.00000000 DMU041
DMU107 1.00000000 DMU041
DMU108 1.00000000 DMU044
DMU109 1.00000000 DMU045
DMU110 1.00000000 DMU046
DMU111 1.00000000 DMU107
DMU112 1.00000000 DMU048
DMU113 1.00000000 DMU049
DMU114 1.00000000 DMU049
DMU115 1.00000000 DMU049
DMU116 1.00000000 DMU052
DMU117 1.00000000 DMU053
DMU118 1.00000000 DMU054
DMU119 1.00000000 DMU116
DMU120 1.00000000 DMU052 DMU053
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Table 11: Continue the table 8

DMU121 1.00000000 DMU049
DMU122 0.85000000 DMU049
DMU123 0.85000000 DMU049
DMU124 0.98740458 DMU049 DMU052 DMU053 DMU054
DMU125 1.00000000 DMU053
DMU126 1.00000000 DMU110 DMU118
DMU127 0.85000000 DMU053
DMU128 0.85000000 DMU053
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